Introduction

One of the often discussed challenges of law school teaching is how to integrate the theoretical and the practical, [FN1] a challenge born, in part, from the law school's sometimes uneasy straddling of the worlds of graduate school and professional school. Like medical students, law students must learn industry-specific terminology for events that they have often experienced in their daily lives, terminology that claims to simplify analysis through precision but no doubt frequently appears to do the opposite.

There is complexity in this system, but also power. The appropriation of the facts of the world by the language of the law necessarily results in the creation of certain abstractions that tell us how we should conduct our lives. In trademark law, the “reasonably prudent consumer” [FN2] is one such abstraction. Also known as the “reasonable consumer” and occasionally simply the “reasonable person,” [FN3] this individual is the yardstick against which trademark meaning is measured. And because the meaning of any trademark is ultimately determined by the consumer, the typical litigation process--quite naturally--involves trying to determine what this “reasonably prudent consumer” believes. Sometimes this is accomplished through surveys (although, as Barton Beebe has reported, [FN4] not as often as one might expect). Sometimes this *782 is accomplished through a judge trying to determine what consumers might think. In either case, the goal is to find the meaning of the trademark, the answer to the question, and to treat any deviance from that answer as error.

But the meaning of a trademark is, at heart, an interpretive exercise, and as reader-response theory tells us, [FN5] there is no reason to prefer any particular interpretation of a text over any other, least of all the author's. Of course, some meaning must be reached at the end of the day, otherwise litigation would never end and legal rights would never be determined. But to ignore the fact that each consumer will engage with a trademark in his or her own way [FN6]--regardless of what trademark law deems legally cognizable--is to ignore the realities of the market with which trademark law is supposed to engage.

Students may be resistant to the introduction of literary theory as a lens through which to view trademark law, particularly given the economic story that now dominates the field. But since every trademark law student has, presumably, taken a class in tort law during his or her first year of law school, we might begin to think about the interpretive consumer by hearkening back to tort law’s “reasonable person.” These two individuals--tort law's “reasonable person” and trademark law's “reasonably prudent consumer”--are not entirely congruent,
even though commentators may describe them as similar beings. [FN7] The reasonable person in tort law is someone who sets a standard of care, who models how the law tells us we should act as we go about our lives. But the reasonable person in trademark law is more rule-like than standard-like. [FN8] He or she doesn't embody an aspiration—our response is not to conform our activities to his perceptions—but, much like the speed limit on a highway, rather establishes the dividing line ex ante between what is legally appropriate and what is error.

Because the reasonable person in trademark law is more like a rule than like a standard, there is a tendency—in fact, a need—to treat this person as monolithic, with a certain assumed set of characteristics. A particular trademark use cannot be found infringing as to some consumers within the same geographical market and not infringing as to others, as this would cause chaos in the marketplace. [FN9] And so it probably should not be surprising that this “reasonable consumer” tends to look a lot like judges in certain respects. [FN10] In part, this is due, as commentators have remarked, to the artificial construct of the litigation process, in which courts may be overly focused by counsel on evidence of infringement. [FN11] But it is probably due in larger part to the difficulty in truly putting oneself in another’s shoes, in thinking about how the world might look to someone who doesn’t share one’s own physical and cognitive abilities. [FN12]

Tort law has habitually considered how to define its “reasonable person,” in particular, which characteristics should be taken into account. Youth [FN13] and physical abilities [FN14] have been deemed legally relevant, while cognitive abilities have not. [FN15] (Gender is something of a mixed bag, a result none too surprising given the law’s historical focus on the “reasonable man.” [FN16]) By contrast, trademark law’s analysis of the “reasonable person” seems to focus primarily on the cognitive abilities tort law eschews: how experienced the consumer is in the market; how gullible or skeptical the consumer is; how much care the consumer takes when selecting items for purchase. [FN17] (Here, too, gender is something of a mixed bag. [FN18]) And there is relatively little discussion of the characteristics with which tort law concerns itself: visual and other physical characteristics that may affect how consumers perceive and engage with trademarks. [FN19]

Of course, there is a considerable structural difference between these two “reasonable persons”: in tort law, we are adjudicating the actions of one defendant, whereas in trademark law, we are considering the (re)actions of potentially millions of consumers. So it is indisputably true, as Graeme Dinwoodie has noted, that trademark law must of necessity take certain shortcuts to ensure that litigation does not devolve into a morass of evidentiary *785 issues; [FN20] true, too, that in a field (law) that depends on precedent for efficient private ordering, there must be certain general rules that can be derived and followed. But it is worth reminding students how much one’s own viewpoint can be mistaken for a general worldview (indeed, we encourage this conflation to some extent any time we ask a student in class whether she thinks two marks are confusingly similar) [FN21] and how courts’ tendencies to do the same can have the effect of creating a market that is more homogeneous than reality suggests.

Because courts’ and commentators’ discussions of trademark law’s “reasonable consumer” seem to take place most often in the context of degree of care, [FN22] it is not uncommon to see warnings about courts making judgments about consumer confusion by conducting their own comparison “in the peace and quiet of judicial chambers,” which is “not the context in which purchasers are faced with the marks.” [FN23] The classroom setting, while perhaps not the ideal of “peace and quiet,” is equally distant from the marketplace. But just as important as remembering where trademarks are encountered is remembering by whom they are encountered: not by some artificially constructed individual, but by a consumer who may have vision or hearing difficulties; by a consumer whose language doesn’t sound like the unaccented speech of a television news anchor; by a consumer
who can't read the label at all.

I want to be precise about my point here. The point is not that consumers are unsophisticated, gullible, or lack the cognitive ability to understand trademarks in the marketplace. [FN24] Indeed, the state of trademark law will be immensely improved if courts treat consumers as rational, moral, intelligent beings able to make judgments for themselves in the vast majority of cases. [FN25] Rather, the point is that as we teach students trademark law, we should remind them that, as in tort law, the “reasonable person” is a judicial construct—one purportedly based on empirical evidence, but a construct nonetheless. [FN26]

There are different ways one might sensitize students to the multiple consumers for whom the “reasonable consumer” is a proxy. One way might be to take advantage of Rebecca Tushnet's tremendous database of audiovisual materials, described elsewhere in this issue, [FN27] to assist students in engaging with these marks in ways different from their own experience. Given, as Barton Beebe has discovered, that the similarity of the marks is one of the most important factors in a judicial finding of confusion, [FN28] it would seem important for students (and courts) to consider the aspects of the “reasonably prudent consumer” that might cause that consumer to think that two marks are similar or dissimilar. [FN29] If, as is often the case, courts look to a consideration of “sound, sight, and meaning” [FN30] to determine whether two marks are similar, we might want to help students to consider to what degree there is variation in how consumers engage with trademarks in these three respects.

I. Sound

When I first moved to Williamsburg, Virginia, where I now teach, I was searching for a gas station late one evening. Having come upon a gas station that had just closed, and not yet knowing the area well, I asked the proprietor whether she knew of another station that might still be open. “Sure,” she replied. “The Crayon gas station is still open, and it’s just two blocks up the street.” “The Crayon gas station?” I queried, imagining a service station where the gas pumps were decorated in bright primary colors with childish scrawls on the sides. “That’s right,” she replied. “Just a couple of blocks up the street on the right. You can’t miss it.” So I returned to my car and, admittedly skeptical, drove off in the direction she indicated. And, sure enough, a couple of blocks away, was the Crown gas station. My New England-bred ears had heard “Crayon” when her Southern-bred accent had said “Crown.”

As courts try to determine whether the “sound” portion of the similarity trilogy is satisfied [FN31]--and as we encourage students to analyze those decisions--it is useful to remember that whether two sounds are indeed similar depends to a significant extent on where one lives (or, perhaps, on the language one has heard growing up). While having a linguistics expert testify in an infringement case is not uncommon, [FN32] it is unclear from the case law the extent to which factors such as regional variations are taken into account. [FN33] As a linguistics professor invited to speak to my trademark law class reminded us, one doesn't have to travel too far from home before one encounters difference masquerading as similarity and vice versa: the fact that “pen” and “pin” are phonetically similar in some parts of the American South; [FN34] the fact that there may be mismatches between one's spoken and written speech patterns. [FN35] It may well be worthwhile, assuming a geographically diverse classroom, to illustrate this point simply by polling one's students on their pronunciation of particular trademarks.

When courts engage in this inquiry, however, it's unclear whether the same sensitivity is at work. Mead Data Central, Inc. v. Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A, Inc., [FN36] an often studied dilution case, provides one ex-
ample. In concluding that Toyota's LEXUS mark for a luxury automobile diluted Mead's LEXIS mark for a computerized legal research service, the district court stated that “in everyday spoken English, LEXUS and LEXIS are virtually identical in pronunciation.” [FN37] The appellate court, however, was not satisfied with this conclusion, preferring to make its own determination:

[T]he two members of this Court who concur in this opinion use “everyday spoken English,” and we would not pronounce LEXUS as if it were spelled LEXIS. Although our colleague takes issue with us on this point, he does not contend that if LEXUS and LEXIS are pronounced correctly, they will sound the same . . . . In short, we agree with the testimony of Toyota's speech expert, who testified:

. . . [P]roperly, the distinction between unstressed I and unstressed U, or schwa, is a standard one in English; the distinction is there to be made in ordinary, reasonably careful speech. [FN38]

Unsurprisingly, the court equated “ordinary, reasonably careful speech” with the speech patterns of the members of the court itself, an equation that assumes, as the court later noted, the “careful and precise” diction of a television or radio announcer. [FN39] To the extent any consumers do not speak in the dulcet tones of a media professional—as many undoubtedly do not— their speech is “[extra]ordinary,” “[un]reasonable,” and “care[less]”; in short, simply incorrect. [FN40] Thus, despite an ostensible concern with the typical consumer's reading of a mark, courts in such instances impose meaning rather than derive it.

II. Sight

Many trademarks, of course, are compared visually, particularly when the trademark at issue has a graphic element. Here, too, there is a risk of overlooking the possible diversity among the relevant consumer population in reacting to the trademark.

Libman Company v. Vining Industries [FN41] is another example of a case in which the court's preference for its own perspective appears to have driven the similarity analysis. Libman involved two manufacturers of brooms, both featuring a contrasting band of color along one vertical segment of the *789 bristles. [FN42] Libman's broom featured a contrasting band of either red, green, or black (depending on the colors of the other bristles); it brought a trademark infringement suit against Vining, which manufactured a broom featuring light and medium gray bristles. [FN43]

The district court, after a bench trial, found that Vining had infringed Libman's trademark in the contrasting color scheme and awarded Libman nearly $1.2 million in addition to injunctive relief. [FN44] On appeal, however, Judge Posner, writing for the majority, expressed frustration with the district court's theory of the case. [FN45] The district court's finding of infringement necessarily implicated a finding of similarity, and yet the court had failed to account for the fact that the brooms were sold in dissimilar packaging, obscuring the bristles. [FN46] And, concluded the court, the unwrapped brooms were clearly not confusingly similar when placed side-by-side, as confirmed by the appellate court when it viewed the brooms during oral argument and “remarked their dissimilar appearance.” [FN47] As a result, Posner noted, based on the appearance of the brooms and the advertising for them, “no reasonable person would think that there was a substantial danger of confusion,” [FN48] and so the finding of infringement had to be reversed.

Thus, no matter how consumers of various types might have perceived the stripe on each of the brooms, the presentation of the brooms themselves in the appellate courtroom seems to have been the deciding factor here: Judge Posner (and Judge Bauer, the judge joining him in the majority) saw the brooms, decided that they were not similar, and then extrapolated from this view to declare that “no reasonable person” would think otherwise.
*790 Of course, it is likely true in many cases that the visual similarities or differences between two marks will be equally evident to any type of consumer, and it is likely true that there is no way to avoid having the court engage in its own comparisons of the two trademarks, whether it indicates that it is doing so or not. [FN50] But the Libman court doesn't appear to recognize a consumer who may have visual impairments (such as myopia or color blindness) that may affect his or her response to a mark. Rather, to this court, the "reasonable person" in trademark law is someone who has the same visual perception abilities as the members of the court.

As such, reasonableness may be--quite literally--in the eye of the beholder. In SK&F Co. v. Premo Pharmaceutical Laboratories, the Third Circuit considered whether the similar appearance of two medications could result in consumer confusion as to source, despite the fact that each pill bore the logo of its respective manufacturer. [FN51] As between the fifteen percent of the patients in a survey submitted to the district court who had trouble reading the logos (most of whom, the court noted, were over fifty years of age) and the eighty-five percent who apparently did not, the appellate court in this case aligned itself with the group with more limited visual acuity:

The district court, examining the capsules, specifically found that the logos were so small that they would be ineffective to prevent confusion as to source or passing off. We have also examined them, and conclude that the district court's finding is not clearly erroneous. Indeed an opposite conclusion well might be, for to our over-fifty eyes the logos are decipherable only with great difficulty. [FN52]

Once again the "reasonable person" as judicial construct surfaces. To borrow from Henry Ford, [FN53] a consumer can be as reasonable as she likes, so long as she is as reasonable as the court.

III. Meaning

Trademark law as applied to word marks assumes a literate public. The standard economic explanation--that trademark protection reduces consumer search costs by maintaining a system in which words and symbols have *791 consistent source references--necessarily envisions a consumer who sees the word PEPSI and can make the cognitive leap to the source of the cola product. The process of trademark recognition thus has a symbolic or abstract dimension, requiring interpretive skills similar to the abstract skills developed through literacy. This is particularly true given the move of the trademark from a brand on the product serving, among other functions, to assist illiterate workers in identifying a particular product, [FN54] to a representative symbol embodying the product's actual and intended characteristics.

But this modern level of engagement with trademarks may not always map precisely onto the experiences of a functionally illiterate population. [FN55] Marketing scholars have suggested that some consumers who are functionally illiterate engage with trademarks in a different way from consumers who are literate. For example, functionally illiterate consumers may not treat a word mark as a word but rather as a pictorial image, recognizable in subsequent encounters only if the mark appears in the same color and font as in the previous encounter. [FN56] Any alteration to the brand's reference may result in the functionally illiterate consumer perceiving the brand as attached to an entirely new referent, such that "ZEEM cola with lime" indicates a different source from "ZEEM cola." [FN57] This type of reasoning "reflects a primitive ability to process information with a one-on-one correspondence to the physical world that is available to the senses rather than to the symbolic world that develops with literacy." [FN58] Thus, for the functionally illiterate consumer, trademarks may not, in fact, reduce search costs--indeed, they may do just the opposite. [FN59]
It is therefore worth reminding students that there may be instances when it is particularly important to consider how a claimed trademark visually functions to identify a source. [FN60] Qualitex Co. v. Jacobson Products Co. [FN61] is an example of a case in which it is useful to note the range of potential beneficiaries of the Court's decision. The claimed trademark in that case was a gold-green color as applied to dry cleaning press pads. [FN62] Although the opinion of the Court made no mention of it, the district court suggested that the reason that Qualitex might have sought promotion of the color of the press pads as a trademark was that its market consisted primarily of dry cleaning establishments, many of which were run by families the members of which were “foreign speaking with limited skills in reading or speaking English,” [FN63] and therefore potentially dependent on visual cues (such as color) to engage in source identification. [FN64]

Judges are, of course, literate individuals, and so, as with the personal characteristics described earlier, courts may make certain unwarranted assumptions about the literacy of the relevant consumer market. [FN65] Because *793 achieving a seat in a law school classroom also requires literacy, students may do the same. But there are ways to remind students that not every consumer is so fortunate. In discussions of Internet-related cases, for example, there is bound to be at least one student in the classroom who can describe a relative who has used a computer but a handful of times, who might not understand how a search engine works or how to extricate oneself from an undesired website. As students analyze the opinions of courts declaring what kinds of confusion are justified, and therefore legally redressable, and what kinds of confusion are simply user error, knowing someone who will fall on the “unreasonable” side of the line makes clearer the practical effect of judicial assumptions.

Conclusion

Recognizing that the construction of the “reasonable consumer” does not typically take into account physical characteristics such as visual acuity, literacy, and other characteristics that consumers bring to their interpretive effort has implications beyond the courtroom or classroom. It may also affect how we think about trademark meaning more broadly. [FN66] Trademark meaning may be created by consumers, but the words of the definition are written by judges.

I don't propose in this Essay to offer a normative proposal as to whether, or to what extent, trademark law should look more like tort law in its consideration of the “reasonable person.” Indeed, as noted earlier, I think trademark law should expect consumers to exercise a fair amount of discretion and judgment, even if this expectation is aspirational. But I do think it's useful, at the very least, to remember when teaching trademark cases what Edward Rogers wrote almost one hundred years ago: Trademark's “reasonable person” is “a real person . . . . He is the average individual endowed with certain faculties and possessed of certain failings.” [FN67] Thus, when students read cases in which courts claim to be divining the beliefs of the typical consumer, they would do well to consider to what extent this view of what is reasonable is shaded by the court's own experience. [FN68] The necessities of litigation may require judicial abstractions, but the realities of the marketplace persist.

[FN1]. Assistant Professor of Law, College of William and Mary, Marshall-Wythe School of Law. Thanks to Elizabeth Millard, David Weder, and the staff of the Saint Louis University Law Journal, whose invitation to participate in this issue led me to think more concretely about many of the views in this Essay, which will, I hope, redound to my future students' benefit. Thanks also to Anne Charity and Trotter Hardy for helpful comments.
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One study illustrates the similar effect that culture can have on the interpretation of advertising. In the study, respondents were shown an advertisement for a motion sickness remedy in which the box took the place of a buckle on a seat belt. The American respondents understood that the visual metaphor was meant to communicate safety, while some respondents from countries other than the United States interpreted the presence of a seat belt as communicating anxiety (i.e., that the user of the medication had to be strapped down). Edward F. McQuarrie & David Glen Mick, Visual Rhetoric in Advertising: Text-Interpretive, Experimental, and Reader-Response Analysis, 26 J. Consumer Res. 37, 50-51 (1999) (suggesting that consumers lacking relevant cultural backgrounds may have difficulty interpreting advertisements that rely on visual tropes).

[FN60]. See, e.g., Finn v. Cooper's Inc., 292 F.2d 555, 558 (C.C.P.A. 1961) (noting that a symbol is “readily recognized by both literate and illiterate prospective purchasers.... It requires no translation into the words of other languages before it can be recognized as a symbol indicating source or origin of the goods with which it is used”).


[FN62]. Id. at 161.


[FN64]. Unfortunately, the district court then went on to conflate a limited ability to read English with a lack of care in purchasing decisions. See Qualitex, 1991 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 21172, at *13-14 (“Korean and other foreign speaking purchasers of press pads are unlikely to exercise a sufficiently high degree of care to avoid purchasing a Jacobson pad when they are shown a green-gold pad which they naturally assume to be the Qualitex pad that they have come to recognize. The law protects such purchasers.”).


[FN66]. For example, as Melanie Wallendorf notes, what might otherwise be characterized as brand loyalty might more correctly be a coping mechanism to avoid having to memorize a new brand name. Melanie Wallendorf, Literally Literacy, 27 J. Consumer Res. 505, 508 (2001).


[FN68]. See Austin, supra note 8, at 922 (“Courts are likely to continue to construct ‘ordinarily prudent consumers,’ shaping the characteristics they ascribe to them out of assumptions, general observations, truisms, pre-
judices, and hunches.”). The marketing literature reflects a similar recognition. See, e.g., A. Fuat Firat & Alladi Venkatesh, Liberatory Postmodernism and the Reenchantment of Consumption, 22 J. Consumer Res. 239, 258 (1995) (“[T]he notion of an individual consumer is as much a construction of the social system as it is a product of the knowledge system that claims to study consumers objectively from a distance, but is, in fact, constructing her/him from this imaginary distance.”).